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Four Views on the Apostle Paul
Every generation of Christian believers faces the challenge of proclaiming the gospel of Jesus Christ with
integrity and in conformity to the teaching of the Scriptures. But what do the Scriptures teach with regard to
the central message of the gospel? Were the Reformers correct to insist that the good news of God's gracious
and free acceptance of guilty sinners, on the basis of the obedience and atoning sacrifice of Christ, lies at the
heart of the gospel? Or are we to accept the ?new perspectives? on Paul's teaching, which have been
advocated in recent years by those who have made a fresh study of the relevant historical sources? Since the
new perspectives challenge some of the basic features of the traditional Protestant understanding of
justification, they require careful study and thoughtful evaluation. Nothing less than the shape of the
evangelical church's proclamation of the gospel today is at stake.

Buddhism
Catholic in response to Protestant attacks against the Catholic Church's teaching on faith and justification in
more than 100 years! As never before, the Catholic Church has been called upon to be the defender of
Scripture and preserver of truth in modern times. Not by Faith Alone will set the biblical and historical record
straight. But more important, as you learn the real truth about salvation and all that it embraces, this book will
offer you the means to come to one of the deepest relationships with God that you have ever experienced.
Faith alone? Is it justifiable? Not biblically, and Robert Sungenis shows why. Imprimatur.

Getting the Gospel Right
This book is devoted both to the problem of Paul's view of the law as a whole, and to his thought about and
relation to his fellow Jews. Building upon his previous study, the critically acclaimed Paul and Palestinian
Judaism, E.P. Sanders explores Paul's Jewishness by concentrating on his overall relationship to Jewish
tradition and thought. Sanders addresses such topics as Paul's use of scripture, the degree to which he was a
practicing Jew during his career as apostle to the Gentiles, and his thoughts about his "kin by race" who did
not accept Jesus as the messiah. In short, Paul's thoughts about the law and his own people are re-examined
with new awareness and great care. Sanders addresses an important chapter in the history of the emergence of
Christianity. Paul's role in that development -- specially in light of Galatians and Romans -- is now reevaluated in a major way. This book is in fact a significant contribution to the study of the emergent
normative self-definition in Judaism and Christianity during the first centuries of the common era.

Pauline Christianity
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This updated second edition of the Catechism of the Catholic Church incorporates all the final modifications
made in the complete, official Latin text, accompanied by line-by-line explanations of orthodox Catholicism,
summaries of each section, a detailed index, extensive cross-references, and helpful footnotes.

Paul, the Law, and the Jewish People
This landmark work, which has shaped a generation of scholarship, compares the apostle Paul with
contemporary Judaism, both understood on their own terms. E. P. Sanders proposes a methodology for
comparing similar but distinct religious patterns, demolishes a flawed view of rabbinic Judaism still prevalent
in much New Testament scholarship, and argues for a distinct understanding of the apostle and of the
consequences of his conversion. A new foreword by Mark A. Chancey outlines Sanders‘s achievement,
reviews the principal criticisms raised against it, and describes the legacy he leaves future interpreters.

The Acts of the Apostles
YOUCAT is short for Youth Catechism of the Catholic Church, which is the official catechism for World
Youth Day. Written for high-school age people and young adults, YOUCAT is an accessible, contemporary
expression of the Catholic Faith. The popular format includes Questions-and-Answers, highly-readable
commentary, margin pictures and illustrations, summary definitions of key terms, Bible citations, and quotes
from the Saints and other great teachers. What's more, YOUCAT is keyed to the Catechism of the Catholic
Faith, so people can go deeper. It explains: What Catholics believe (doctrine) How they celebrate the
mysteries of the faith (sacraments) How Catholics are to live (moral life) How they should pray (prayer and
spirituality) The questions are direct and honest, even at times tough; the answers straightforward, relevant,
and compelling. After the Bible, YOUCAT will likely become the go-to place for young people to learn the
truth about the Catholic faith. Pope Benedict XVI wrote the foreword; Cardinal Christoph Schoenborn, the
editor of YOUCAT and the Archbishop of Vienna, Austria, wrote the afterword.

Mary
This five-views work brings together an all-star lineup of Pauline scholars to offer a constructive,
interdenominational, up-to-date conversation on key issues of Pauline theology. The editors begin with an
informative recent history of biblical tradition related to the perspectives on Paul. John M. G. Barclay, A.
Andrew Das, James D. G. Dunn, Brant Pitre, and Magnus Zetterholm then discuss how to interpret Paul's
writings and theology, especially the apostle's view of salvation. The book concludes with an assessment of
the perspectives from a pastoral point of view by Dennis R. Edwards.

Not by Faith Alone
This companion volume to Paul and the Faithfulness of God and Paul and His Recent Interpreters brings
together N. T. Wright's most important articles on Paul and his letters over the last three decades. The book
begins with Wright's auspicious essay of 1978, when as a young, aspiring scholar he gave the annual Tyndale
lecture in Cambridge, and proposed, for the first time, "a new perspective" on Pauline theology. The book
ends with an expanded version of a paper he gave in Leuven in 2012, when as a seasoned scholar at the height
of his powers, he explored the foundational role of Abraham in Romans and Galatians.

Catechism of the Catholic Church
The Faith Explained is an all-in-one handbook to help you understand, explain, and defend the great truths
of the Catholic Faith. In brief and readable chapters, it explains the purpose of human existence, God and
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His perfections, the creation and fall of man, the Incarnation, the redemption, the sacraments, sacramentals,
prayer, the importance of the Bible, and much more. Perfect for RCIA classes, this book is also a magnificent
refresher course on the Faith for Catholics and an illuminating resource for non-Catholics with questions
about the Church.

Paul and the Gift
Fr. Paul Scalia reveals a scholar's mind and a pastor's heart in these inspiring reflections on a wide range of
Catholic teachings and practices. Rooted in Scripture, these insights place the reader on a path to a deeper,
more meaningful relationship with God. Among the topics explored are deepening one's knowledge of Jesus,
partaking of the life of grace through the sacraments, and cultivating the art of prayer as a continuous
conversation with God. Each section is introduced by a moving essay by a highly regarded Catholic. Fr. Paul
Check, Jim Towey, Scott Hahn, Mary Ellen Bork, Gloria Purvis, Raymond Arroyo, Lizz Lovett, Helen
Alvaré, and Dan Mattson offer their personal accounts of being Catholic, which are followed by Fr. Scalia's
illuminations. Archbishop Charles Chaput contributes a thought- provoking foreword, which begins the
reader's exploration of the many important aspects of the Catholic faith presented in this book.

The Crucified Rabbi
Provides a contemporary reassessment of the Pauline doctrine of justification from both Protestant and
Catholic perspectives.

What St Paul Really Said
How does Jesus fulfill over three hundred Old Testament Prophecies? (each listed inside this book) Is
Catholicism inherently Anti-Semitic? Do the Hebrew Scriptures accurately predict Jesus of Nazareth as the
Messiah? How does Jewish thinking presuppose devotion to Mary? Is the Catholic Church a fulfillment of
historic Israel? How do Jewish water rituals relate to Catholic baptism? Is the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass a
Passover meal? Should the Catholic priesthood conform to the priesthood established by Moses? How has
the Jewish Temple influenced traditional Christian architecture? Does the Pope wear a yarmulke? Praise for
The Crucified Rabbi "Taylor Marshall helps us to be more Catholic by taking our faith to its most profound
depths - its ancient roots in the religion of Israel, the Judaism beloved by the Apostles, the religion of the
Temple and Synagogue, the Torah and the sacrifice. Jesus said he came not to abolish that faith but to fulfill it.
In this book, we see that fullness down to the smallest details. I treasure this book." Mike Aquilina, author of
The Fathers of the Church "Such sparkling insights appear on almost every page, as Taylor Marshall deftly
compares various features of Judaism to their Catholic counterparts: the priesthood, vestments, holy days,
marriage, and saints, to name but a few. Saint Augustine's dictum, "The New Covenant is in the Old,
concealed; the Old Covenant is in the New, revealed" is on full display in The Crucified Rabbi --Cale Clarke,
Catholic Insight Magazine "This is a fascinating book full of interesting details. The Crucified Rabbi should
be required reading for every student of the Catholic faith." Father Dwight Longenecker, author of Mary: A
Catholic/Evangelical Debate

Reinventing Paul
Not by Paul Alone explores the historical reasons for the creation of the book of James and the implications
for the creation of the Christian canon. Nienhuis makes a compelling case that James was written in the midsecond century and is, like 2 Peter, an attempt to provide a distinctive shape to the emerging New Testament.
This book bolsters the claim that the Catholic Epistles not only have a distinct witness individually, but that
collectively they are also a considered theological agenda within the Christian church.
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From Torah to Paul
Ranks the Apostle Paul as "one of the most powerful and seminal minds of the first or any century," and
argues that we can now sketch with confidence a new and more nuanced picture of Paul and the radical way
in which his encounter with Jesus redefined his life, his mission and his expectations for a world made new in
Christ. Reprint.

Paul, a New Covenant Jew
A Singular Bond That Changed History Even as historians credit Ronald Reagan and Pope John Paul II with
hastening the end of the Cold War, they have failed to recognize the depth or significance of the bond that
developed between the two leaders. Acclaimed scholar and bestselling author Paul Kengor changes that. In
this fascinating book, he reveals a singular bond—which included a spiritual connection between the
Catholic pope and the Protestant president—that drove the two men to confront what they knew to be the
great evil of the twentieth century: Soviet communism. Reagan and John Paul II almost didn’t have the
opportunity to forge this relationship: just six weeks apart in the spring of 1981, they took bullets from wouldbe assassins. But their strikingly similar near-death experiences brought them close together—to Moscow’s
dismay. A Pope and a President is the product of years of research. Based on Kengor’s tireless archival
digging and his unique access to Reagan insiders, the book reveals: The inside story on the 1982 meeting
where the president and the pope confided their conviction that God had spared their lives for the purpose of
defeating communism Captivating new information on the attempt on John Paul II’s life, including a previously unreported secret CIA investigation—was Moscow behind the plot? The many similarities and
the spiritual bond between the pope and the president—and how Reagan privately spoke of the “DP”: the
Divine Plan to take down communism New details about how the Protestant Reagan became intensely
interested in the “secrets of Fátima,” which date to the reported apparitions of the Virgin Mary at
Fátima, Portugal, starting on May 13, 1917—sixty-four years to the day before John Paul II was shot A
startling insider account of how the USSR may have been set to invade the pope’s native Poland in March
1981—only to pull back when news broke that Reagan had been shot Nancy Reagan called John Paul II her
husband’s “closest friend”; Reagan himself told Polish visitors that the pope was his “best friend.”
When you read this book, you will understand why. As kindred spirits, Ronald Reagan and John Paul II
united in pursuit of a supreme objective—and in doing so they changed history.

That Nothing May Be Lost
This is a book of wisdom and insight that explains how providential are the trials through which the Catholic
Church is now passing. The need of the Papal Primacy to ensure Christian unity; the true meaning of the
Priesthood as a sacrament and not a mere ministry; the necessity of the Eucharist as the Sacrifice of the Savior
now offering Himself on our altars; the role of the Bishops as successors of the Apostles, united with the
successor of St. Peter, the Bishop of Rome; the value of suffering in union with Christ crucified; the
indispensable service of the laity in the apostolate - all these themes receive from Cardinal Ratzinger new
clarity and depth.

Youcat English
This revised edition of John Ziesler's broad yet detailed overview of St Paul's thought and distinctive kind of
Christianity is intended for a general readership, and is therefore of wider value than individual and more
technical commentaries. Dr Ziesler's starting point is St Paul's view of Jesus Christ as marking the end of an
era and the beginning of a new world and a new humanity. The concentration is on theology, but matters of
authorship and dating are discussed briefly where relevant. A number of key passages from the Pauline letters
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are given a more extended treatment.

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to The Romans
Where did the Catholic Church come from? Ask any Roman Catholic this question and, without a
moment's hesitation, they will tell you they are the heirs of St. Peter. He was the first pope, leading and
guiding the young Christian movement from Rome. This claim can be traced back to the first century Epistle
of Clement to James. The second-century embellishment, known as the Teaching of Simon Cephus, asserts
that Peter served in Rome for twenty-five years. However, there is not a single, solitary scrap of Scripture that
places Peter at Rome. Not one. In the Acts of the Apostles, we read of Peter at Joppa, at Caesarea, he made a
trip up to Syrian Antioch, and he played a major role in the Jerusalem Council in AD 49. When Paul wrote to
the saints at Rome in AD 57, he greeted about twenty of the faithful by name--but not Peter, the supposed
bishop. Paul was imprisoned in Rome from AD 60 to AD 62, and wrote at least five epistles during that
period. Again, Peter is strangely missing. From Torah to Paul advances a provocative new theory of church
history. Far from being the heirs of St. Peter, the Catholic Church is shown to be the offspring of the false
apostles, the oldest heresy of Christendom. The evidence produced in this book proves beyond a shadow of
a doubt that the conventional wisdom on Catholic origins, believed by hundreds of millions, was in fact the
grand deception of the ages.

A Brief, Liberal, Catholic Defense of Abortion
An introduction to the main forms of Buddhism from a Catholic viewpoint

Called to Communion
John Barclay explores Pauline theology anew from the perspective of grace. Arguing that Paul's theology of
grace is best approached in light of ancient notions of "gift," Barclay describes Paul's relationship to Judaism
in a fresh way. Barclay focuses on divine gift-giving, which for Paul, he says, is focused and fulfilled in the gift
of Christ. He both offers a new appraisal of Paul's theology of the Christ-event as gift as it comes to
expression in Galatians and Romans and presents a nuanced and detailed consideration of the history of
reception of Paul, including Augustine, Luther, Calvin, and Barth.

The Catholic Perspective on Paul
Through an exhaustive analysis of Paul's letters to the Galatians and the Roman, illuminating answers are
given to the key questions about the teachings of Paul.

Preaching Romans
Paul was the most influential figure in the early Christian church. In this epistle, written to the founders of the
church in Rome, he sets out some of his ideas on the importance of faith in overcoming mankind's innate
sinfulness and in obtaining redemption. With an introduction by Ruth Rendell

Medical Care at the End of Life
The Catholic church has always opposed abortion, but -- contrary to popular belief -- not always for the
same reasons. This tightly argued, historically grounded study sets out to demonstrate that a "pro-choice"
stance, now held by a significant minority of Catholics, is as fully justified by Catholic thought as an antiabortion view, and may even be more compatible with Catholic tradition than the current opposition to
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abortion espoused by many Catholics and most Catholic leaders. A Brief, Liberal, Catholic Defense of
Abortion argues that the current Catholic anti-abortion stance is justified neither by modern embryology nor
by ancient church teachings. Combining up-to-date information on fetal development with a thorough grasp
of the works of the church's early thinkers, Daniel A. Dombrowski and Robert Deltete expose crucial
contradictions between the early and the modern church's views of abortion. Returning to the writings of two
pillars of early Christian thought, Sts. Augustine and Thomas Aquinas, the authors show that abortion was
originally condemned by the church on the grounds of perversity, since it nullified the only permissible
reason for sexual relations: procreation. Only in more recent times has the view arisen of abortion as
indefensible on the ontological grounds that human personhood begins at the moment of conception. The
authors demonstrate that the early church's view of fetal development -- delayed hominization, in which the
fetus is endowed with a human soul only when it achieves a physical human body -- is diametrically opposed
to the current anti-abortion stance. In fact, the authors show, the insistence on immediate hominization that
provides thefoundation for the current "pro-life" view stems from two seventeenth-century scientific
misconceptions -- preformationism and the homunculus -- that have since been thoroughly discredited. By
considering the history of Catholic thought in its relation to the history of science, Dombrowski and Deltete
bring a new level of detail and focus to the abortion debate. Their thoughtful, measured argument provides a
fresh perspective that will benefit participants on all sides of the controversy.

Pauline Perspectives
After the landmark work of E. P. Sanders, the task of rightly accounting for Paul's relationship to Judaism has
dominated the last forty years of Pauline scholarship. Pitre, Barber, and Kincaid argue that Paul is best viewed
as a new covenant Jew, a designation that allows the apostle to be fully Jewish, yet in a manner centered on
the person and work of Jesus the Messiah. This new covenant Judaism provides the key that unlocks the door
to many of the difficult aspects of Pauline theology. Paul, a New Covenant Jew is a rigorous, yet accessible
overview of Pauline theology intended for ecumenical audiences. In particular, it aims to be the most useful
and up to date text on Paul for Catholic Seminarians. The book engages the best recent scholarship on Paul
from both Protestant and Catholic interpreters and serves as a launching point for ongoing ProtestantCatholic dialogue.

History of Christianity
"Therefore, since we have been justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ"
(Rom 5:1). When Paul wrote these words he seemed confident he had made himself clear. But for centuries
the Pauline doctrine of justification has been a classic point of interpretation and debate in Christian exegesis
and theology. And while in recent decades there have been moments of hopeful convergence among the
various traditions of the Western church, the fine print often reveals more facets and distinctions than ever
before. This volume focuses on five views of justification and calls on representative proponents to set forth
their case and then respond to each other. The five views are: Traditional Reformed (Michael S. Horton)
Progressive Reformed (Michael F. Bird) New Perspective (James D. G. Dunn) Deification, or Theosis (VeliMatti K rkk inen) Roman Catholic (Gerald O Collins and Oliver Rafferty) In addition, editors James
Beilby, Paul R. Eddy and Steven E. Enderlein provide an extensive introduction to the issues informing this
important debate. This distinguished forum of biblical interpreters and theologians offers a lively and
informative engagement with the biblical, historical and contemporary understandings of justification.
Justification: Five Views is not only a fascinating probe into Paul s meaning, it is also a case book in
theological method.

The Bible Is a Catholic Book
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Read this book if you have ever wondered why the Catholic Church specifically claims to be Roman? It
would seem that the Church of Jesus Christ would be centered in Jerusalem, the capital of the Jews, since
Christ died and rose again in Jerusalem. Catholic theologian Taylor Marshall, Ph.D. provides a layman's
account of how Christ chose the Rome as an instrument of redemption for the nations. Beginning with the
Old Testament prophets, Dr. Marshall explains how the Messiah would come and assume reign over the
nations through the Roman Empire. This book provides an exciting and popular account establishing Rome
as 'the Eternal City' of Christ the King.

The Faith Explained
First published in 1976, Paul Johnson’s exceptional study of Christianity has been loved and widely hailed
for its intensive research, writing, and magnitude—“a tour de force, one of the most ambitious surveys of
the history of Christianity ever attempted and perhaps the most radical” (New York Review of Books). In a
highly readable companion to books on faith and history, the scholar and author Johnson has illuminated
the Christian world and its fascinating history in a way that no other has. Johnson takes off in the year 49 with
his namesake the apostle Paul. Thus beginning an ambitious quest to paint the centuries since the founding of
a little-known ‘Jesus Sect’, A History of Christianity explores to a great degree the evolution of the
Western world. With an unbiased and overall optimistic tone, Johnson traces the fantastic scope of the
consequent sects of Christianity and the people who followed them. Information drawn from extensive and
varied sources from around the world makes this history as credible as it is reliable. Invaluable understanding
of the framework of modern Christianity—and its trials and tribulations throughout history—has never
before been contained in such a captivating work.

A Pope and a President
"Discusses how, for two hundred years, some members of the Catholic Church have worked to destroy the
Church"--

Justification
For over thirty years, David F. Kelly has worked with medical practitioners, students, families, and the sick
and dying to confront the difficult and often painful issues that concern medical treatment at the end of life.
In this short and practical book, Kelly shares his vast experience, providing a rich resource for thinking about
life's most painful decisions. Kelly outlines eight major issues regarding end-of-life care as seen through the
lens of the Catholic medical ethics tradition. He looks at the distinction between ordinary and extraordinary
means; the difference between killing and allowing to die; criteria of patient competence; what to do in the
case of incompetent patients; the meaning and use of advance directives; the morality of hydration and
nutrition; physician-assisted suicide and euthanasia; and medical futility. Kelly's analysis is sprinkled with
significant legal decisions and, throughout, elaborations on how the Catholic medical ethics tradition—as
well as teachings of bishops and popes—understands each issue. He provides a helpful glossary to
supplement his introduction to the terminology used by philosophical health care ethics. Included in Kelly's
discussion is his lucid description of why the Catholic tradition supports the discontinuation of medical care
in the Terry Schiavo case. He also explores John Paul II's controversial papal allocution concerning
hydration and nutrition for unconscious patients, arguing that the Catholic tradition does not require feeding
the permanently unconscious. Medical Care at the End of Life addresses the major issues that inform this last
stage of caregiving. It offers a critical guide to understanding the medical ethics and relevant legal cases
needed for clear thinking when individuals are faced with those crucial decisions.

The Catholic Church has the Answer
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Since the publication of E.P. Sanders' Paul and Palestinian Judaism in 1977, Paul's soteriology has received
extensive evaluation in light of second temple Judaism. These works have focused on exegesis of the Pauline
text and evaluating Sanders' proposal of covenantal nomism within the second temple Jewish literature.
There has been an unfortunate gap in this discussion: historical theology. This work addresses the historical
claims made by proponents of the New Perspective on Paul regarding Luther's theology and the early
church. In The Righteousness of One, Jordan Cooper demonstrates that the portrait of Luther given by many
of the New Perspective writers is a caricature, read through the lens of both Protestant scholasticism and
twentieth-century existentialist theology. Luther's views are more nuanced and balanced than many Pauline
interpreters are willing to admit. In light of this reevaluation of Luther's own theology, early Patristic writings
are evaluated in terms of similarity and disparity between Patristic Pauline interpretation and Lutheran
Pauline interpretation, and thus it becomes apparent that there is continuity between the patristic tradition
and Luther's reading of the Pauline text. Rather than being driven purely by medieval debates about merit,
Luther's reading of Paul is both exegetically sensitive and consistent with the broader catholic tradition.

Perspectives on Paul
Paul has provoked people as much in recent times as he did when he was alive. Some regard him as a
pestilent and dangerous fellow. Others think of him as the greatest teacher of Christianity after Jesus himself.
In this book, leading theologian Tom Wright focuses on key areas of Paul's teaching, helping us to
understand what he was doing and saying. He sweeps away the confusion of much modern theology to
uncover the real man and his message.

The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius
Reconstruction of the life of St Paul, paints a picture of the world in which he preached his revolutionary
message and explains the significance of his lasting impact

The Eternal City
A follow-up to Confession of a Roman Catholic. This book provides the answers to 34 questions commonly
asked about the Church. One of our most popular booklets. Great for evangelization and instruction.

Rereading Paul Together
Longenecker and Gustafson offer a lively discussion about the Virgin Mary and related devotional practices
from both Catholic and evangelical Protestant perspectives.

Paul and Palestinian Judaism
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers during the 30 years after his death. It
describes how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the
Mediterranean against a background of persecution. With an introduction by P.D. James

Infiltration
First-rate scholars and preachers on four interpretive approaches to Paul and Romans Pauline scholarship is a
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minefield of differing schools of thought. Those who teach or preach on Paul can quickly get lost in the
weeds of the various perspectives. How, then, can pastors today best preach Paul’s message? Scot
McKnight and Joseph B. Modica have assembled this stellar one-stop guide exploring four major interpretive
perspectives on the apostle Paul: Reformational, New, Apocalyptic, and Participationist. First elucidated by a
scholarly essay, each perspective is then illuminated by three sermons expositing various passages from
Paul’s magisterial letter to the Romans. Coming from such leading figures as Richard Hays, James Dunn,
Fleming Rutledge, and Tom Schreiner, these essays and sermons splendidly demonstrate how each
perspective on Paul brings valuable insights for preaching on Romans. [Table of Contents] Introduction
Interpretive Perspectives on the Apostle Paul 1. Romans and the “Lutheran” Paul: Stephen Westerholm 2.
Romans and the New Perspective: Scot McKnight 3. Romans and the Apocalyptic Reading of Paul: Douglas
A. Campbell 4. Romans and the Participationist Perspective: Michael J. Gorman Preaching Romans:
Sermons Reformational Perspective 5. Romans as Ecclesial Theology: Building Multiethnic Missional
Churches: Michael F. Bird 6. God Justifies the Ungodly: Romans 4:1–8: Thomas R. Schreiner 7. The
Transforming Reality of Justification by Faith: Romans 5:1–5: Carl R. Trueman New Perspective 8. The
Balance of Already/Not Yet: Romans 8:1–17: James D. G. Dunn 9. This Changes Everything: Romans
5:12–21: Tara Beth Leach 10. Pass the Peace by Faith: Romans 4:1–4, 13–17: Scot McKnight Apocalyptic
Perspective 11. Immortal Combat: Romans 1:16–17 and 5:12–14: Jason Micheli 12. In Celebration of Full
Communion: Romans 3:21–24: Fleming Rutledge 13. Old Adam, New Adam; Old World, New World;
Old You, New You: Romans 5:12–21: William H. Willimon Participationist Perspective 14. Death Becomes
Her: Romans 6:1–14: Timothy G. Gombis 15. Made New by One Man’s Obedience: Romans 5:12–19:
Richard B. Hays 16. Breathing Well: Romans 8:12–30: Suzanne Watts Henderson Conclusion 17.
Implications: Joseph B. Modica

The Righteousness of One
* How did Paul's background as a Jewish rabbi inform his message? * Did Paul believe that the Church was
one, holy, catholic, and apostolic? * Did Paul hold that we are justified by faith alone? * Did Paul teach
baptismal regeneration? * Did Paul hold that one might "fall from grace"? * Did Paul consider himself to be a
"priest"? Discover a theologian who is sacramental, a churchman who is hierarchical, a mystic who is
orthodox-a Paul who is Catholic.

Paul
Not by Paul Alone
The apostle Paul was a vital force in the development of Christianity. Paul’s historical and religious context
affects the theological interpretation of Paul’s writings, no small issue in the whole of Christian theology.
Recent years have seen much controversy about the apostle Paul, his religious and social context, and its
effects on his theology. In the helpful Counterpoints format, four leading scholars present their views on the
best framework for describing Paul’s theological perspective, including his view of salvation, the
significance of Christ, and his vision for the churches. Contributors and views include: Reformed View:
Thomas R. Schreiner Catholic View: Luke Timothy Johnson Post-New Perspective View: Douglas Campbell
Jewish View: Mark D. Nanos Like other titles in the Counterpoints: Bible and Theology collection, Four
Views on the Apostle Paul gives theology students the tools they need to draw informed conclusions on
debated issues. General editor and New Testament scholar Michael F. Bird covers foundational issues and
provides helpful summaries in his introduction and conclusion. New Testament scholars, pastors, and
students of Christian history and theology will find Four Views on the Apostle Paul an indispensable
introduction to ongoing debates on the apostle Paul’s life and teaching.
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